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Rating 1A. Cover considered on an open basis.  
(Euler Hermes: A; Altradius: 2/6 ; Coface: A1/A2) 
Sanctions: None 

Recent Political Highlights 
• Hong Kong became a special administrative region of China in 1997, when Britain's 99-year lease of the New Territories, north of Hong Kong Island, expired. Since 1997 

Hong Kong’s chief executive has been chosen by a hand-picked committee of 1,200 professional and corporate groups that favour Beijing loyalists.  
• President XI Jinping of China is the current chief of state and Chief Executive Leung Chun-ying took office in 2012. 
• Beijing stated that universal suffrage in Hong Kong will begin in 2017 however the government is not yet sure how to introduce direct elections. Occupy Central is a pro-

democracy group founded in 2013. Their goal is to allow the Hong Kong public to elect its next leader without strings attached. Hong Kong’s pro-democracy camp wants 
fully democratic elections for the city's next leader, while China insists it will only allow elections in which it gets to approve the nominees. The movement has called for 
protesters to bring the business district to a standstill later this year if government’s plans for universal suffrage fail to meet international standards. 

Recent Economic Highlights 
• Hong Kong has a population of 7,112,688 and a 93.5% literacy rate. Hong Kong serves as a gateway to China which allows it to capitalise on its competitive advantage in 

finances and services. The special administrative region of Hong Kong is part of the People’s Republic of China but self-governing on a day-to-day basis.  
• The economy is one of the world’s most prosperous due to commitment to small government, low taxes and light regulation. Additionally the territory’s financial sector is 

one of the largest and most developed in the world, ranking first in the World Economic Forum’s Financial Development Index. The IMF says risks to the financial sector 
include the anticipated end of monetary easing in the US which might increase volatility in capital markets and reduce liquidity. Furthermore corrections in property prices 
which are currently at historical highs pose possible risks for bankers and borrowers.  Lastly, Hong Kong’s integration with mainland China whilst affording the territory 
expansion opportunities also generates spillover risks. 

• Growth recovered in 2013 as a result of buoyant domestic demand which helped counteract the drag from net exports. Credit growth has increased since 2010 due to low 
interest rates which have fueled both household and corporate borrowing resulting in high levels of corporate and household debt. The IMF estimates that real GDP growth 
will stand at 3.7% this year and 3.8% in 2015. Inflation is expected to reach 4% and 3.8% in 2014 and 2015 respectively. 

GDP composition (% growth) 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Real GDP (percent change) 1.5 2.9 3.7 3.8 

Contribution: 

Domestic demand 3.8 3.9 3.6 3.8 

Private consumption 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.6 

Government consumption 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Gross Fixed capital formation 1.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 

inflation 4.1 4.3 4.0 3.8 

     Source: IMF 



 
• Hong Kong’s purchasing manager’s index (PMI) rose to a five month high in July according to the HSBC PMI. Private sector firms signalled a second consecutive monthly 

improvement in operating conditions last month and client demand from China also showed signs of improvement with new business from the mainland rising for the first 
time since March. The PMI rose to 50.4 in July up from 50.1 the previous month. 

• Retail sales in Hong Kong have fallen for five straight months through June resulting from moderation in China’s economic growth. In June retail sales dropped 6.9% to $4.8 
billion from a year ago compared to May’s 3.9% decline. The fall was led by a slowdown in visitors from mainland China and reduced demand for big-ticket items such as 
jewellery and watches. 

• Moody’s recently gave Hong Kong Banks a negative outlook warning that the possibility of a downgrade exists and the IMF also warned that spillovers from China exist. 
Currently one-tenth of deposits in its banking system are Yuan denominated, up from less than 1% a year ago.  Additionally, loans to Chinese corporate borrowers stand at 
one-fifth of Hong-Kong bank assets. What attracts investors is that investing in Hong Kong allows them to buy Chinese bonds or shares and lend to Chinese companies 
within a non-Chinese framework. Hong Kong, unlike China has a mature legal system and money can move in and out of the territory without capital controls. 

• For the 19th year in a row, the Heritage Foundation, a conservative American think tank, has ranked the city of Hong Kong the freest economy in the world.   
 
Latest Trade Developments  
• Major exports: electrical machinery and appliances, textiles, apparel, footwear, watches and clocks, toys, plastics, precious stones, printed material 
• Major imports: raw materials and semi-manufactures, consumer goods, capital goods, foodstuffs, fuel (most is re-exported) 
• Main trading partners: China, US, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea 
• SA exports to Hong Kong totalled R9bn in 2011, R11.8bn in 2012, R13.9bn in 2013 and R8.5bn in Jan-June 2014.  
• SA imports from Hong Kong totalled R1.9bn in 2011, R2bn in 2012, R2.3bn in 2013 and R1.5bn in Jan-June 2014.   
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